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Abstract
We consider the makespan minimization parallel machine scheduling problemwhere each machine
may be unavailable for a known time interval. For this problem, we investigate how the worst-case
behavior of the longest processing timeﬁrst algorithm (LPT) is affected by the availability ofmachines.
In particular, for givenmmachines, we analyze the cases where arbitrary number, , ranging from one
tom− 1, machines are unavailable simultaneously. Then, we show that the makespan of the schedule
generated by LPT is never more than the tight worst-case bound of 1 + 12 m/(m − ) times the
optimum makespan.
© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In real world parallel machines scheduling, we often cannot assume that all machines
are available throughout the planning horizon. Some machines may be tied up with unﬁn-
ished jobs that are carried over from the previous planning period, some are scheduled to
go through repair or maintenance operations for a certain time interval, and some may be
partially occupied by a particular set of jobs that must be scheduled at speciﬁc time intervals
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due to various inevitable reasons. Such limited availability of machines certainly compli-
cates the combinatorial nature of the scheduling problem. The extent of such complication
is investigated in this paper. In particular, we analyze how the worst-case performance of
the longest processing time ﬁrst algorithm (or LPT for short) is affected by the varying
degrees of machine availability.
For the formal description of an instance of our problem, we deﬁne a set,M={1, . . . , m},
of machines with identical speed, where each machine i ∈ M has a time interval [bi, ei)
during which the machine is not available. Note that we deﬁne this interval as being closed
at its left end and open at its right end so that the machine i is available at time ei and,
hence, a job can be scheduled to start at time ei . Also, we deﬁne a set, J = {a1, . . . , an},
of jobs where the processing time of each job aj is deﬁned as l(aj ). The objective of our
problem is to minimize the makespan, which is the completion time of the job scheduled
to be completed last. This problem is certainly NP-Complete [4].
When all the machines are available at all times, our problem simply becomes an iden-
tical parallel machine scheduling problem for which Graham shows that the makespan of
the schedule obtained by LPT never exceeds 43 − 13m times the optimum [5]. The worst-
case performance of the other algorithms such as MULTIFIT and the dual approximation
method are also analyzed in [2,3,8,16]. It is known that the usual identical parallel machine
scheduling problem admits a polynomial time approximation scheme (PTAS) [8,7].
If bi = 0 for each and every i = 1, . . . , m, our problem becomes a problem known
as the nonsimultaneous identical parallel machine scheduling problem which was intro-
duced by Lee [11]. Lee shows that the makespan of the schedule obtained by LPT never
exceeds 32 − 12m times the optimum and propose an algorithm known as the modiﬁed
LPT (MLPT), which is guaranteed to yield a schedule with its makespan no more than 43
times optimum. Recently, in [13], Lee et al. discuss special cases of the problem where
tighter bound of LPT can be guaranteed. Also, MULTIFIT and dual approximation algo-
rithm have been applied to this case and their worst-case performances have been an-
alyzed [1,10,14]. It is not so difﬁcult to see that the PTAS developed in [8,7] can be
applied to the case of the nonsimultaneous identical parallel machine scheduling prob-
lem.
In this paper, we focus our discussion on the cases where we have at least one bi > 0.
For the cases where only two machines are to be scheduled, Liao et al. provide an optimal
algorithm [15]. For the caseswithmore than twomachines, the earliest analysis can be found
in [12], where Lee argues that LPT may yield a schedule with an arbitrarily large makespan
if all of the machines are shutdown together for arbitrarily long time. This observation does
suggest that it is reasonable to assume that at least one machine is never shutdown. Under
this assumption, Lee shows that LPT always yields a schedule with its makespan no more
than (m+ 1)/2 times the optimum.
However, as shown by the results in [9] and the later part of this paper, the actual factor
which governs theworst-case behavior of LPT is not simply howmanymachines are allowed
to be shutdown but how many machines are allowed to be shutdown simultaneously. In [9],
it is shown that LPT always yields a schedule with its makespan no more than twice the
optimum if no more than one half of machines are allowed to be shutdown simultaneously,
namely, if as much as one half of the machines are available even at the time when the
maximum number of machines are shutdown simultaneously.
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In this paper, we generalize the result presented in [9]. To this end, we suppose , for
1m− 1, to be the maximum number of machines that are shutdown simultaneously
and deﬁne q to be m/(m− ) where F  denotes the smallest integer that is not less than
F. Then, we see that, at every moment, at least m− , or, one qth of the given m machines
are available.With this deﬁnition of q, we show that the makespan of the schedule generated
by LPT is no more than the worst-case bound of 1 + q/2 times the optimum makespan.
Furthermore, we construct examples showing that this worst-case bound is tight.
In Section 2, we explain how LPT can be deployed to handle our problem. In Section 3,
we introduce the useful concept of the counterexample and layout a few preliminary facts.
Then, in Section 4, deﬁning and assuming the existence of a minimal counterexample, we
analyze its properties and show that the processing time of every job in it must be greater
than one third of the optimum makespan. Then, in Section 5, we show that the existence
of a minimal counterexample leads to a contradiction, in effect, proving the correctness of
the worst-case bound. Then, ﬁnally in Section 6, we construct examples showing that the
worst-case bound is tight.
2. Algorithm LPT
In this section, LPT is customized to be ﬁt to handle our problem. Although, essentially
the same algorithm can be found in [9], it is presented here again for completeness.
We introduce a few notations to facilitate our presentation of the algorithm. For an
arbitrary set J ′ ⊆ J , we deﬁne l(J ′) to be 0 if J ′ is empty and ∑aj∈J ′ l(aj ), other-
wise. Also, we deﬁne the sets Bi and Ui to be the set of jobs assigned to the ith ma-
chine before the time bi and after the time ei , respectively. Then, a schedule, denoted
by P, can be seen as a partition of J into m sets, P = 〈P1, . . . , Pm〉, where each Pi
is the union of Bi and Ui . With these notations, we present the algorithm as below.
Algorithm LPT
Step 1. Sort all the jobs in nonincreasing order of processing time
so that l(aj ) l(aj+1) for j = 1, . . . , n− 1;
Step 2. for i from 1 to m do begin Bi := {};Ui =: {}; end
j := 1;
while jn do begin
for i from 1 to m do
if l(Bi)+ l(aj )bi then fi := l(Bi)+ l(aj );
else fi := ei + l(Ui)+ l(aj );
Find the smallest i such that fifk for all 1km;
if fibi then Bi := Bi ∪ {aj };
else Ui := Ui ∪ {aj };
j := j + 1;
end
Note that the algorithm requiresO(n log n+nm)operations, sinceStep1 requiresO(n log n)
and the smallest index i satisfying fifk for all 1kmmust be determined for each one
of the given n jobs which requires O(m) operations.
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3. Preliminary
Recall that we deﬁne q as m/(m−), where  is themaximumnumber ofmachines that
are shutdown simultaneously. Our claim is that the makespan of the schedule generated by
LPTcannever exceed theboundof 1+q/2 times the optimummakespan. If our claim is false,
there must exist a problem instance, that we call a counterexample, for which LPT yields a
schedule with its makespan strictly greater than 1+ q/2 times the optimum makespan. On
the other hand, our claim is true if we show that the existence of any counterexample leads
to a contradiction. In later part of this paper, from the existence of a counter example, we
draw a contradiction to the main assumption that no more than  machines are shutdown
simultaneously.
This assumption, in fact, implies a useful inequality. That is, if we deﬁne DOWN and UP
to be the number of unavailable and available machines at any given time, the assumption
impliesDOWN/UP /(m−)=m/(m−)−1.But, sincem/(m−)m/(m−)=q,
we have,
DOWN
UP
q − 1 or DOWN(q − 1)UP . (1)
Recalling that M = {1, . . . , m} is the set of machine indices, we let Dm be the set of
shutdown intervals, {[bi, ei) : i ∈ M}. Then, we use (J,Dm) to denote a problem instance.
The optimum makespan and the makespan of the schedule generated by LPT for a problem
instance (J,Dm) are denoted by z∗(J,Dm) and z(J,Dm), respectively.
GivenDm and a subset S ofM, we deﬁne h(S) to be the maximum number of machines in
S that are shutdown simultaneously.A nonempty subsetC ofM is referred to as a consecutive
interval set if either C consists of only one element or, otherwise, if the elements of C can
be ordered, say as {c1, . . . , ck}, so that ecibci+1 holds for 1 ik − 1. Then, we have
the following theorem which plays an important role in our analysis. We state the theorem
without its proof since the proof is given in [9] and an alternative proof can also be found
in [6].
Theorem 1. For any arbitrary set A ⊆ M , there exists a partition 〈A1, . . . , Ah(A)〉 of A
where Ai is a consecutive interval set for each i, 1 ih(A).
4. Properties of minimal counterexample
In this section, we deﬁne and analyze the minimal counterexample and show that the
processing time of every job in the minimal counterexample is strictly greater than one
third of the optimum makespan. This ensures that no more than two jobs can be assigned
to each and every machine in the optimum schedule which signiﬁcantly simpliﬁes our
arguments in the next section.
The minimal counterexample is deﬁned to be a counterexample, say (J,Dm) such that
there exists no other counterexample (J ′,D′m) with less number of jobs, i.e., |J ′|< |J |.
For notational convenience throughout the remainder of this paper, we use (J,Dm) to
denote aminimal counterexample and assume that the jobs in J are indexed in nonincreasing
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order of processing time, so thatan is the smallest job.Also,weuse z∗ insteadof z∗(J,Dm), if
there is no cause of confusion. Then, due to the very concept of theminimal counterexample,
we note that all jobs in J, except the smallest job an, must be scheduled by LPT within time
(1+ q/2)z∗ but the last job an cannot be scheduled within time (1+ q/2)z∗.
We let P ∗ = 〈P ∗1 , . . . , P ∗m〉 with P ∗i =B∗i ∪U∗i , 1 im, be an optimum schedule and
P = 〈P1, . . . , Pm〉 with Pi = Bi ∪Ui, 1 im, be a partial schedule constructed by LPT,
right before the last job an is scheduled.
Then, due to the nature of LPT, we have,
Lemma 1. If LPT schedules aj to be completed after z∗, then l(aj )z∗/2.
Proof. Suppose the lemma is false, namely, LPT schedules aj to be completed after z∗,
but l(aj )> z∗/2. Then, the total processing time of two or more of the jobs, a1 through aj ,
is always bigger than z∗/2. Hence, the fact that z∗ is the optimum makespan implies that
there must exist at least jmachines with either bi l(aj ) or z∗−ei l(aj ). Then, LPTmust
schedule aj to be completed before z∗, which is a clear contradiction. 
Let  be the processing time of the smallest job in the minimal counterexample, i.e.,
 = l(an). Then, since (J,Dm) is a counterexample, LPT would schedule an so that the
completion time of an is greater than (1+ q/2)z∗. Hence, due to Lemma 1 we have,
z∗/2. (2)
Moreover, it is not hard to see that, for all 1 im,
l(Bi)> l(B
∗
i )− , (3)
l(Bi)>min{bi − , (1+ q/2)z∗ − }, (4)
l(Ui)> (1+ q/2)z∗ − ei − . (5)
The fact that LPT cannot schedule the job an to be completed before (1+q/2)z∗ suggests
that, in schedule P, each and every machine i is occupied up to (1 + q/2)z∗ −  by the
jobs in Pi and by the part of the shutdown time interval [bi, ei) that lies before the time
(1+ q/2)z∗ − . On the other hand, the optimum schedule P ∗ accommodates, within time
z∗, all the jobs as well as the portions of the shutdown time intervals that lie before the
time z∗. Hence, in comparing l(Pi) with l(P ∗i ), we need to treat each machine i differently
depending on how [bi, ei) is positioned relative to the time interval [z∗, (1+ q/2)z∗ − ].
To this end, we deﬁne X, Y and Z as
X = {i : biz∗ and ei > (1+ q/2)z∗ − , i ∈ M},
Y = {i : bi > (1+ q/2)z∗ −  or eiz∗, i ∈ M},
Z = {i : i /∈X ∪ Y, i ∈ M}.
Note that, each machine in X is shutdown and each machine in Y is available, through-
out the time interval [z∗, (1 + q/2)z∗ − ]. On the other hand, each machine in Z is
both available at some time and unavailable at some other time in the same time interval,
[z∗, (1+ q/2)z∗ − ].
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Due to the deﬁnition of Z, we note that if any machine in Z is shutdown at some time after
(1+q/2)z∗− or before z∗, it must also be shutdown at (1+q/2)z∗− or z∗, respectively.
Hence, there must exist a time, say  in [z∗, (1+ q/2)z∗ − ], at which h(Z) machines in
Z are shutdown simultaneously, where h(Z) is the maximum number of machines in the
set Z that are shutdown simultaneously. Then, due to the deﬁnition of the set X, the total
number of unavailable machines at time  is exactly |X|+h(Z), and the number of available
machines at time  is |Y | + |Z| − h(Z), since |X| + |Y | + |Z| =m. Then, by (1), we have,
|X| + h(Z)(q − 1)(|Y | + |Z| − h(Z)). (6)
In the next section, we show that the existence of the minimal counterexample leads to a
contradiction to the inequality (6). Also, this inequality plays a crucial role in showing that
l(an)= >z∗/3 at the end of this section. This lower bound on  is derived from a series
of inequalities developed by comparing l(Pi) and l(P ∗i ) for each case when i belongs to X,
Y or Z.
First, if i is in X, we note that ei > (1 + q/2)z∗ − >z∗, since  z∗/2. This implies
U∗i = ∅ and, hence, l(B∗i )= l(P ∗i ). Thus, from (3), we have
l(Pi) l(Bi)> l(B∗i )− = l(P ∗i )− , for all i ∈ X. (7)
Hence,∑
i∈X
l(Pi)>
∑
i∈X
l(P ∗i )− |X|. (8)
Next, regarding i in Y, we will have,
l(Pi)> l(P
∗
i )+
q
2
z∗ − 2, for all i ∈ Y, (9)
for the following reason. Recall that i ∈ Y implies either eiz∗ or bi > (1+ q/2)z∗ − . If
eiz∗, l(U∗i )z∗ − ei must hold. Then, (5) implies l(Ui)> l(U∗i )+ (q/2)z∗ − , which,
togetherwith (3), proves (9). For the casewhen bi > (1+q/2)z∗−, (4) implies l(Bi)> (1+
q/2)z∗ − 2, which again implies (9) since l(P ∗i )z∗. Therefore, (9) is established. So,
we have,
∑
i∈Y
l(Pi)>
∑
i∈Y
l(P ∗i )+ |Y |
(q
2
z∗ − 2
)
. (10)
For the analysis of the case when i belongs to Z, recall that h(Z) is deﬁned to be the
maximum number of machines in Z that are shutdown simultaneously. Also, according to
Theorem 1, we deﬁne 〈Z1, . . . , Zh(Z)〉 to be the partition of Z, where each Zk for k =
1, . . . , h(Z) is a consecutive interval sets. Then, to handle the case when Zk has two or
more elements, we will show
l(Ui ∪ Bj )= l(Ui)+ l(Bj )> (1+ q/2)z∗ − 2, (11)
when i and j are two indices in the consecutive interval setZk such that eibj . To show (11),
we ﬁrst note that, j ∈ Z implies bj(1+ q/2)z∗ − . Hence, (4) implies l(Bj )> bj − .
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By combining this inequality with (5), we get l(Ui)+ l(Bj )> (1+ q/2)z∗ − 2+ bj − ei
which proves (11), since eibj , i, j ∈ Z. Then, with (11), we prove
Lemma 2. If the set {r1, . . . , rk} ⊆ Z is a consecutive interval set, then
k∑
i=1
l(Pri )
k∑
i=1
l(P ∗ri )+ (k − 1)(q/2)z∗ − (2k − 1).
Proof. ri ∈ Z means eri > z∗, implying U∗ri = ∅, or P ∗ri = B∗ri for every i = 1, . . . , k.
When k = 1, the lemma clearly follows from (3).
When k2, we have∑ki=1 l(Pri ) l(Br1) +∑k−1i=1 l(Uri ∪ Bri+1). Hence, by (11), we
get
k∑
i=1
l(Pri ) l(Br1)+ (k − 1)(1+ q/2)z∗ − 2(k − 1). (12)
But, since U∗r1 = ∅, we have l(Br1)> l(P ∗r1)−  by (3). Hence, (12) implies,
k∑
i=1
l(Pri ) l(P ∗r1)+ (k − 1)z∗ + (k − 1)(q/2)z∗ − (2k − 1). (13)
Hence, the lemma follows, since z∗ l(P ∗ri ) for any ri . 
By Lemma 2, for each 1kh(Z), we have,
∑
i∈Zk
l(Pi)>
∑
i∈Zk
l(P ∗i )+ (|Zk| − 1)(q/2)z∗ − (2|Zk| − 1). (14)
From this, we get
∑
i∈Z
l(Pi)>
∑
i∈Z
l(P ∗i )+ (|Z| − h(Z))(q/2)z∗ − (2|Z| − h(Z)). (15)
From (8), (10) and (15), we prove
Lemma 3. > 13z
∗
.
Proof. By combining (8), (10) and (15) together, we have
m∑
i=1
l(Pi)>
m∑
i=1
l(P ∗i )+ (|Y | + |Z| − h(Z))(q/2)z∗
− (|X| + 2|Y | + 2|Z| − h(Z)).
Then, since
∑m
i=1 l(P ∗i )=
∑m
i=1 l(Pi)+ , we get
(|X| + 2|Y | + 2|Z| − h(Z)− 1)>(|Y | + |Z| − h(Z))(q/2)z∗. (16)
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Rewriting (6) as |X| + 2|Y | + 2|Z| − h(Z)(q + 1)(|Y | + |Z| − h(Z)), (16) implies,
(q + 1)(|Y | + |Z| − h(Z))>(|Y | + |Z| − h(Z))(q/2)z∗. (17)
Note that |Y | + |Z| − h(Z) = 0 since, otherwise, |X| + h(Z) is forced to become 0 by (6),
implying m= |X| + |Y | + |Z| = 0. Hence, from (17), we get
>
q/2
q + 1 z
∗ = 1/2
1+ 1/q z
∗ 1
3
z∗,
since the minimum of q, deﬁned as m/(m− ), for 1m− 1, is 2. 
5. The worst-case bound
In this section, we argue that the existence of the minimal counterexample leads to a
contradiction. In order to facilitate our arguments, we assign weight to each job as
w(aj )=
{
2, if l(aj )> z∗ − ,
1, otherwise.
Also, for an arbitrary subset S of J, we deﬁne its weight, denoted by w(S), to be 0 if S is
empty, and
∑
aj∈S w(aj ), otherwise.
Since Lemma 3 tells us that the processing time of every job in the minimal counterex-
ample is greater than one third of the optimum makespan, z∗, each P ∗i can include no more
than two jobs. Also, since  is the processing time of the smallest job, P ∗i cannot contain
any more job, if it contains a job with weight of 2. Hence, we have
w(P ∗i )= w(B∗i )+ w(U∗i )2, for all 1 im. (18)
Now, we develop a series of inequalities comparing the weights in w(Pi) and w(P ∗i ) so
that we can draw a contradiction to our main assumption expressed in inequality (6). To
this end, we ﬁrst note that,
w(Bi)w(B∗i )− 1, for all 1 im (19)
holds for the following reasons. If B∗i = ∅, (19) holds trivially. On the other hand, if B∗i is
not empty, bi l(an) must hold, since an is the smallest job. Hence, Bi must also contain a
job, implying w(Bi)1, since, otherwise, an could have been assigned to Bi . Hence, (19)
follows since w(B∗i )2, by (18), or w(B∗i )− 11.
We now develop three inequalities, one for each set X, Y and Z, respectively from which
we derive a contradiction to inequality (6).
For each machine i in X, we recall that ei is certainly greater than z∗, implyingU∗i =∅, or
w(U∗i )= 0. Hence, by (19), we have w(Pi)w(Bi)w(B∗i )− 1=w(P ∗i )− 1, implying,
∑
i∈X
w(Pi)
∑
i∈X
w(P ∗i )− |X|. (20)
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In order to facilitate our development of inequalities for Y and Z, we establish several
useful lemmas. First, we note that,
Lemma 4. Pi for 1 im contains no more than one of the jobs that are larger than z∗/2.
Clearly, Lemma 4 holds, since, otherwise, one of the jobs larger than z∗/2 must be
scheduled to be completed after z∗, resulting in a contradiction to Lemma 1.
Also, it is obvious that Lemma 4 implies that Bi as well as Ui for 1 im contains no
more than one of the jobs that are larger than z∗/2. Hence, we develop the following lemma
which is applicable to any one of Pi , Bi and Ui for 1 im.
Lemma 5. If a set of jobs S contains no more than one of the jobs that are larger than z∗/2,
(a) w(S)k, if l(S)> (k/2)z∗ − ,
(b) w(S)k + 1, if l(S)> (1+ k/2)z∗ − 2,
hold for any integer k2.
Proof. We prove (a) by mathematical induction.
First, we consider the case when k=2. If |S|=1, (a) holds by the deﬁnition of the weight.
(a) also holds when |S|2, since w(S) |S|.
We now suppose that (a) holds for k = 2, . . . , r for some r2 and consider the case
when k = r + 1. Then, we see that l(S)> (((r + 1)/2)z∗) − ( 32 )z∗ − z∗, since
z∗/2 by (2). This implies that S contains at least two jobs. Let x be the smallest job in
S and S′ be S\{x}. Then, l(x)z∗/2, since S has at most one job larger than z∗/2. Then,
l(S′)= l(S)− l(x)(((r + 1)/2)z∗)− − z∗/2(r/2)z∗ − . Hence, we have w(S′)r
by inductive assumption and, therefore, w(S)= w(S′)+ w(x)r + 1, proving (a).
We prove (b) using (a). First, note that l(S)> (1 + k/2)z∗ − 22z∗ − 2z∗. Thus,
S has at least two jobs. Let x be the smallest job in S and S′ be S\{x}. Then, l(x)z∗/2,
since S has at most one job larger than z∗/2. We also note that S′ also contains at most
one job with processing time greater than z∗/2. Then we see l(S′) = l(S) − l(x)> (1 +
k/2)z∗ − 2− z∗/2(k/2)z∗ − , since z∗/2. Hence, w(S′)k by (a). Thus, we have
w(S)= w(S′)+ w(x)k + 1, proving (b). 
Based on Lemma 5, we develop an inequality for each i ∈ Y as stated in the next lemma.
Lemma 6. w(Pi)w(P ∗i )+ q − 1 for each i ∈ Y .
Proof. Recall that i ∈ Y implies either eiz∗ or bi > (1+ q/2)z∗ − .
If bi > (1+q/2)z∗−, l(Bi)> bi−>(1+q/2)z∗−2. Then,w(Pi)w(Bi)q+1
by Lemmas 4 and 5 (b). Hence, the lemma follows from w(P ∗i )2 by (18).
When eiz∗, we deﬁne three subcases, i.e., z∗ − <eiz∗, <eiz∗ −  and ei.
Case 1: (when z∗ − <eiz∗) z∗ − <ei implies U∗i = ∅, i.e., w(U∗i )= 0. Then, by
(19), we have w(Bi)w(P ∗i ) − 1. Next, we see that eiz∗ implies l(Ui)> (q/2)z∗ − 
by (5). Then, by Lemma 5, w(Ui)q. Hence, the lemma follows.
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Case 2: (when <eiz∗−) First, note thatw(Bi)w(B∗i ) trivially holdswhenB∗i =∅.
When, B∗i = ∅, l(B∗i ) < z∗ − , since l(B∗i )bi < eiz∗ − . Then, due to Lemma
3, B∗i contains at most one job and its processing time can never be greater than z∗ −
, namely, w(B∗i )1. On the other hand, by (3), Bi = ∅ when B∗i = ∅. This implies
w(Bi)1 if B∗i = ∅. Thus, w(Bi)w(B∗i ) also holds when B∗i = ∅. Next, we note
that l(U∗i )z∗ − ei < z∗ − , since <ei . This means that U∗i contains at most one job
with processing time no greater than z∗ − . Thus, we have w(U∗i )1. Finally, by (5) we
havel(Ui)> (1+q/2)z∗−ei−(q/2)z∗ since eiz∗− implyingw(Ui)q by Lemma
5 (b). Therefore, we havew(Pi)=w(Bi)+w(Ui)w(B∗i )+qw(B∗i )+w(U∗i )+q−1.
Hence, the lemma follows.
Case 3: (when ei) By (5), l(Ui)> (1 + q/2)z∗ − ei − , implying l(Ui)> (1 +
q/2)z∗ −2, since ei. Hence,w(Ui)q+1 by Lemma 5 (b). Then, the lemma follows
from w(Pi)w(Ui)q + 1w(P ∗i )+ q − 1, since w(P ∗i )2. 
From this lemma, we get
∑
i∈Y
w(Pi)
∑
i∈Y
w(P ∗i )+ |Y |(q − 1). (21)
Finally, for the analysis of the case when i belongs to Z, recall that we deﬁne 〈Z1, . . . ,
Zh(Z)〉 to be the partition of Z, where each Zk for k= 1, . . . , h(Z) is a consecutive interval
set.
When Zk for some 1kh(Z) has two or more elements, we let i and j be any two
elements of Zk such that eibj and we investigate the set Ui ∪ Bj . The ﬁrst thing to be
noted is the fact that, by Lemma 1, the processing time of each and every job in Ui can
never be bigger than z∗/2 since every job in Ui is scheduled to be completed after time z∗,
since ei > z∗ for i ∈ Z. Hence, by Lemma 4, we conclude Ui ∪ Bj contains no more than
one job larger than z∗/2. But, by (11), we have l(Ui ∪ Bj )> (1+ q/2)z∗ − 2. Hence, by
Lemma 5 (b), we obtain
w(Ui ∪ Bj )q + 1. (22)
From this, we show
Lemma 7. If {r1, . . . , rk} ⊆ Z is a consecutive interval set, then
k∑
i=1
w(Pri )
k∑
i=1
w(P ∗ri )+ (q − 1)(k − 1)− 1.
Proof. Since, eri > z∗ when ri is in Z, we note that U∗ri = ∅, namely, P ∗ri = B∗ri .
When k = 1, the lemma follows from (19), since w(Pr1)w(Br1)w(B∗r1) − 1 =
w(P ∗r1)− 1.
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When k2,∑ki=1w(Pri )w(Br1)+∑k−1i=1 w(Uri∪Bri+1)w(P ∗r1)−1+(k−1)(q+1),
by (19) and (22). Since, w(P ∗i )2 for 1 im, the lemma follows from
k∑
i=1
w(Pri )w(P ∗r1)− 1+ (k − 1)(q + 1)
=w(P ∗r1)+ 2(k − 1)+ (k − 1)(q − 1)− 1

k∑
i=1
w(P ∗ri )+ (k − 1)(q − 1)− 1. 
From Lemma 7, we get, for 1 ih(Z)∑
j∈Zi
w(Pj )
∑
j∈Zi
w(P ∗j )+ (q − 1)(|Zi | − 1)− 1. (23)
Then, by adding all h(Z) inequalities implied by (23), we get∑
i∈Z
w(Pi)
∑
i∈Z
w(P ∗i )+ (q − 1)(|Z| − h(Z))− h(Z). (24)
Combining inequalities, (20), (21) and (24), we prove the following main theorem of this
paper.
Theorem 2. For a problem instance (J,Dm), if the maximum number of machines that are
shutdown simultaneously is  for 1m− 1,
z(J,Dm)
z∗(J,Dm)
1+ 1
2
⌈
m
m− 
⌉
.
Proof. Suppose the theorem is false and thus a minimal counterexample, (J,Dm) exists.
Then from (20), (21) and (24), we have
m∑
i=1
w(Pi)
m∑
i=1
w(P ∗i )− (|X| + h(Z))+ (q − 1)(|Y | + |Z| − h(Z)). (25)
But, since
∑m
i=1w(P ∗i ) =
∑m
i=1w(Pi) + w(an) =
∑m
i=1w(Pi) + 1, (25) implies |X| +
h(Z)(q − 1)(|Y | + |Z| − h(Z))+ 1, which is a clear contradiction to (6). 
6. The worst-case examples
We conclude our paper by constructing worst-case examples showing that our worst-case
bound is tight.We deﬁnemmachines, form2, where  of them are allowed to be shutdown
simultaneously, for 1m − 1. With a sufﬁciently small positive number , we deﬁne
[bi, ei) for 1 im as summarized in Fig. 1. Note that the ﬁrst and the last machines and
their shutdown intervals are always deﬁned, since m2. However, machines 2 i and
+ 1 im− 1 are deﬁned only when 2 and m− 2, respectively. Throughout our
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Fig. 1. Shutdown time interval.
Fig. 2. Optimal and LPT schedules.
remaining discussion, we assume that both 2 as well as m− 2 hold, for the sake of
simplicity and comprehensiveness. In fact, the cases otherwise can be handled in a much
simpler fashion.
Note that, at time 32 , total of machines, i.e. machine i for 2 i and the last machine,
are shutdown simultaneously.
We deﬁne 2m jobs, a1, . . . , a2m. Each of the ﬁrstm jobs has its processing time speciﬁed
as, l(aj )= 12 + j for 1jm. Each of the remaining m jobs has an identical processing
time of 12 . Thus, for notational ease, we think of am+1, . . . , a2m as m identical copies of a
job, denoted by c, with l(c)= 12 .
Then, the optimal schedule can be described as summarized in Fig. 2, where each U∗i is
empty for 1 im. Note that the optimal makespan z∗ is l(B∗m)= 1+ .
On the other hand, LPT will, assign each ai to Bi , for 1 im, leaving m copies of
c. Then, the ﬁrst copy of c will be assigned to Bm (Fig. 2). Then, since ei < e1, for  +
1 im− 1, each one of the next m− − 1 copies of c will be assigned to the machines
+ 1 throughm− 1. Then, the last  copies of c will be distributed evenly among machine
1 and the machines  + 1 through m − 1. To see how these jobs are assigned, we let
q ′ = /(m− ). When q ′ is integer, q ′ copies of c will be assigned to machine 1 as well as
each of the machines + 1 through m− 1 (Fig. 2). When q ′ is not integer, it can easily be
veriﬁed that still q ′ copies of cwill be assigned to the ﬁrst machine. Hence, the makespan
of the LPT, say zwill be e1+ l(U1)= 32 + 12q ′. But, since 1+q ′=1+q ′, we see that
z=1+1+q ′/2.Then, as goes to zero, z/z∗will become1+1+q ′/2=1+ 12m/(m−)
which shows that the bound given in Theorem 5 is indeed tight.
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